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1. Introduction

In the current software industry it is necessary to develop software products with high reliability and quality. To do it, most developers should be focusing on interoperability, reusability, and composability for developing new system development. Hudkins[1] said, "Interoperability has the characteristic of a suite of independently-developed components, applications, or systems that implies that they can work together, as part of some business process, to achieve the goals defined by a user or users. Reusability has the characteristic of a given component, application, or system that implies that it can be used in arrangements, configurations, or in system-of-systems beyond those for which it was originally designed. Composability has the ability to rapidly assemble, initialize, test, and execute a system from members of a pool of reusable, interoperable elements. Composability can occur at any scale — reusable components can be combined to create an application, reusable applications can be combined to create a system, and reusable systems can be combined to create a system-of-systems."

In this paper, we will only focus on reusability. And briefly mention component based software engineering to identify and extract software components for reusability.

Component Based Software Engineering (CBSE) is one way to produce software products, which assembles and reuses the existing component pieces [2]. However, CBSE still has its problems such as the interface and size of components, configuration management, version control, etc. In CBD (Component Based Development) some methods (UML component method or feature modeling) of domain analysis only identify components within the particular system domain and not allude to the importance/frequency of identified components. A component may actually include the common characteristics (functions or applications) of the system family. Feature oriented domain analysis (FODA) is focused on bottom-up approach, which identifies many kinds of features during analysis and then identifies certain components through the commonality and variability of features [2,5,6,7,8,12]. Feature is defined as a prominent or distinctive user-visible aspect, quality, or characteristics of a software system or systems. However, this approach in immature domains or large systems may have a lot of disadvantages: complexity of feature modeling, extraction of meaningless features, etc. Our workflow oriented domain analysis (WODA) is focused on analyzing the static and behavior of systems or applications through top-down approach. This mechanism incrementally and iteratively identifies diverse components from high-level components to low-level ones, depending on what each Planner, modeler, developer, or tester needs.

Now, we will carefully consider a matter in all its reusabilities to develop new system enhanced. First, let's consider how to find reusability of the common/uncommon components of the existing system. Second, let's consider the frequency and the
critically of reusable components, we will mention to enhances productivity of new systems with high quality of reusable components.

Section 2 describes quality attributes for reusability metrics. Section 3 introduce our workflow oriented domain analysis. Section 4 introduce the component test plan metrics for recognizing the important/frequent component. Section 5 shows tool for reusability measurement. The last section mentions our conclusion.

2. Reusability As a Quality Attribute

We have a deeply interesting in the high quality and reliability of software products. But how can do it? We focus on developing new systems through reusing some existed software components with high quality, and also reducing the whole software development life cycle.

There are many different models for software quality. ISO 9126-1991, IEEE Std 982.2-1988. In figure 1, we suggest quality factors for reusability with reference in IEEE Std 982.2-1988(14,15).

![Quality Factors Impacting Reusability](image)

Fig. 1 Quality Factors Impacting Reusability[15]

Actually building high reusable software depends on the application of quality attributes at each phase of the development life cycle. In focusing on software development for reusability, we need to identify and measure the quality attributes applicable at each life cycle phases. In this paper, we just mention to focus on requirement, design, and test phases. Specially focus on the criticality/frequency of software components at early phases.

3. Workflow Oriented Domain Analysis (WODA)

Our WODA focuses on analyzing the static structure and behavior of systems or applications through the top-down approach. This mechanism incrementally and iteratively identifies diverse components from high-level process components to low-level, but isn't mentioned on limited paper.

This process works incrementally and iteratively until the optimal size of components for each one is obtained. Figure 2 shows a whole procedure of workflow oriented domain analysis. The most reusable component and scenario (path) is identified, especially by the component test plan metrics during the last step.

![Procedure of Workflow Oriented Domain Analysis](image)

Fig. 2 Procedure of Workflow Oriented Domain Analysis (WODA)

Figure 3 shows the class diagram of our defined component specification. In figure 3, we show our definition of a software component, which be composed of versions, each version is composed of products of designs, codes, test cases, and interfaces.
4. Component Test Plan Metrics

We introduce metrics for component test plan used in the generation of component test plans as part of our workflow oriented domain analysis methodology. The component test plan uses a set of workflows that consist of executable sequences of workflow process model in a particular system domain. Component test plan metrics are employed to enhance the productivity with reusability of the critical and frequent components through analyzing the behavioral scenarios of the whole workflow process model. The purpose of this component test plan metrics is to identify 'reusability' through the criticality / frequency of common/uncommon components in which the scenarios (paths) defined by the rows of the component-weighted matrix are executed. This approach was adopted from Musa's work on Operational Profiles (3,4). Musa's approach assumes that the designer has sufficient insight to assess the criticality of action units and assign weighting factors to the elements of the action matrix (9,10,13). This approach differs in that the domain analyzer analyzes the scenarios based on the 'reusability' of their components or sub-paths.

Table 1 shows component test plan metrics to measure Criticality and Reusability of particular components. Criticality focuses on the most critical (frequent) component, and reusability on the most reusable components and component clusters. It also illustrates the component test plan metrics such as most critical scenarios, most reusable components, and most reusable sub-paths. First, the issue of **Length** is two aspects of shortest path (i.e., a cluster) and longest path (i.e., a package) for domain analysis. But it is useful if we use this issue with other categories of the metrics. Second, the issue of **Criticality** is important to choose a list of component scenarios (paths). Third, the issue of **Reusability** is also important to identify the reusable components.

To apply test plan metrics for each of the approaches described in figure 3 will be applied to the "Military Integrated Information system" application.

We will calculate total probability of occurrence as follows:

\[
W \text{ Workflow Scenario } \subseteq \text{ A Workflow Model } W \quad (W \text{ is Military Integrated Information System Application})
\]

For all workflow scenarios between the starting point and the ending point, the particular workflow **Scenario** ₁ is included in a Workflow Model **R**.

\[
\forall \text{ component unit } \subseteq \text{ workflow Scenario } ₁
\]

For all component units within a particular workflow **Scenario** ₁, we will calculate the total
probability of occurrence with

\[ \left( \frac{\sum \text{probability of component unit}}{\sum \text{probability of component unit}} \right) \]

(See Figure 4 (a),(b),(c),(d))

The Mealy model and the Moore model are theoretically equivalent, but the Mealy model is a link-weighted model and the Moore model is a node-weighted model [11]. We will apply to both weight concepts. As a result, each component unit is assigned a weighted value with the value one and each link is also a probability of occurrence. But in this paper, We don't mention to calculate total probability of occurrence.

5. Case Study of Military Integrated Information System

Military integrated information system (MIIS), which is applied to WODA, is based on a huge and complex system [6]. The system consists of 9 sub-systems of MIIS such as Subsistence, Petroleum, Maintenance goods, Medical, Ammo, Equipment, Maintenance, Transportation, and Facility. As a result of analyzing MIIS, each sub-system may consist of approximately 14 process components: Catalog specification, Requirement Standards, Funds Responsibility, Plan Budget, Property Management, Transportation Management, Receipt and Payment management, Storage Management, Warehouse Security, Inspection Test, Expend Disposal, Maintenance Management, and Command Valuation. Although it is not possible to show all the steps involved in WODA, figure 4 shows a whole structure of MIIS.

In this example only four sub-systems (rectangles: Subsistence, Petroleum, Maintenance goods, Medical) of the whole system will be applied in Figure 4.

Figure 5 (a) shows the basic workflow for a general ‘Subsistence’ service between the starting point and the ending point. Figure 5 (b) shows the basic workflow for a general ‘Petroleum’ service. Figure 5 (c) shows the basic workflow for a general ‘Maintenance goods’ service. Figure 5 (d) shows the basic workflow for a general ‘Medical’ service. In figure 5, there are 4 sub-systems (Subsistence, Petroleum, Maintenance goods, Medical), which are modeled by the WODA model. In order to easily recognize common/uncommon components and component clusters in figure 7, each subsystem is arranged serially and different shapes identify diverse components. These diverse components are represented by different colors and shapes.

![Fig. 5 Workflow Oriented Domain Modeling of Integrated Supply System, sub-systems of Application example of Military Integrated Information System (MIIS)](image-url)
components may be reused when developing other new military integrated information systems. As a result, the time and difficulty of developing new systems are reduced.

Figure 6 shows to identify the integration of all 4 sub-systems of the MIIS. Figure 6 shows criticality (frequency) of reusable components with component test plan metrics in Table 1. P1, P2, ..., P14 are process components in MIIS. With this metrics, criticality or frequency for the reusable number of the particular component is more clearly identified. Although step 7 of WODA is not mentioned, the identified diverse components from step 6 to step 8 of WODA is easily applied. Easily to explain it, figure 6 shows to identify the diverse components (component, process component, diverse component cluster) on integration of each WODA models in Figure 6.

![Figure 6 Case study of WODA at Military Integrated Information System (MIIS)](image)

Figure 6 shows the whole possible workflows of each workflow scenario (path) in the 'military integrated information system' application.

Figure 7 shows the various shapes identifying the diverse types of clustered Components for reusability.

**Most Critical Scenario:**

The first metric is an adaptation of Musa's 'most critical operational profile' approach (3,4). This metric places greater weight on those workflow scenarios that components should be most critical. It assumes that the designer can make those judgments. Later metrics will not have to assume that someone is available to make such judgments, since they can be produced automatically.

Figure 7(a) displays the first direct path of 'subsistence' service workflow scenario which consists of the sequence of process components '1' → '2' → '3' → '4' → '5' → '6' → '7' → '8' → '9' → '10' → '11' → '12' → '13' with the amounts of weighted values equal to 9.

Figure 7(b) displays the second direct path of 'petroleum' service workflow scenario which consists of sequences of process components '1' → '2' → '3' → '4' → '5' → '6' → '7' → '8' → '9' → '10' → '11' → '12' → '13' with the amounts of weighted values equal to 9.

Figure 7(c) displays the third direct path of 'maintenance goods' service scenario which consists of sequence of process components '1' → '2' → '3' → '4' → '5' → '6' → '7' → '8' → '9' → '10' → '11' → '12' → '13' with the amounts of weighted values equal to 13.

Figure 7(d) displays the fourth direct path of 'Medical' service workflow scenario which consists of sequence of process components '1' → '2' → '3' → '4' → '5' → '6' → '7' → '8' → '9' → '10' → '11' → '12' → '13' with the amounts of weighted values equal to 13.

It is very hard to apply this MIIS as a huge and complex system with test plan metrics.

Figure 8(a) shows the tabular representation...
of the workflows, component-weighted matrix, which apply the calculation of the total frequency of occurrence in each workflow scenarios (paths).

![Component-weighted matrix](image)

**Fig. 8 Component weighted matrix about Only 4 sub-systems of MILS**

**Most Reusable Components**:  
This approach simply measures the reusability of process components in each row of the component-weighted matrix. This matrix places greater weight on those process components that are reused the most by the collective group of scenarios being analyzed. Figure 8(a) displays three different types of geometric figures: a rounded rectangle, and an oval. The triangle implies a particular component is used just one time on just a single one of the paths. The rounded rectangle implies that this component was used on four paths.

The oval implies that this component is used on three paths. The reusability weight is defined as the number of paths that use the particular component. Therefore, Figure 8(b) shows the values 'reusability weight' of each component. The values can indicate whether a particular component is reusable or not. We may say that the component is reusable when the value of the particular unit is at least 2. Figure 8(c) indicates the total values of reusability components on each path (scenario). Due to the 'most critical scenario' and 'most reusable components', we recognize that other paths are more usable than path 1 (subsistence service).

**Most Reusable Subpaths**:  
This metric is similar to the previous metric except that it places greater weight on workflow scenarios which share common subpaths. Figure 7 shows how to identify each diverse cluster of the sequence of reusable components in all possible scenarios of the military integrated information system application. Figure 7 also shows various different types of geometric figures: an elliptical figure, a shaded elliptical figure, a diamond figure, an oval and a rounded rectangle for reusability, but it is not important because there may occur many diverse types within this very large and complex application.

On path1 and path2, we can see the 'longest reusable subpath' which is '1 through 4' represented by the ellipse. On path1, path2, path3 and path4, we can see the 'reusable subpath' which is '1 through 3' represented by the rounded rectangle and so on.

The proposed reusability metrics are employed to improve the productivity of component test plan metrics through component scenario prioritization.

### 6. Tool for Reusability Measurement

From this point we will use another example to explain 'reusability measurement' with the analysis tool. The example is a real-time Uninterruptible Power System (UPS) workflow modeling. Focusing on domain analysis view, there are five high-level workflow scenarios such as the normal return, the overload, the service interruption, the normal status, and the failure as follows:

a) Normal return: when interrupted normal power is supplied to rectifying part and charging part again, battery suspends its discharge automatically, and good quality normal power is supplied to the load without any service interruption through power inverter and at the same time discharged
b) Overload: power inverter automatically synchronizes output frequency, voltage and normal power. When the equipment is out of order or overload, stable power can be supplied to the load under synchronous status with normal power by being switched without any service interruption synchronous switching switch.

c) Service interruption: when normal power service is interrupted, the battery, which has charged by rectifying part and charging part in ordinary time, discharges power to supply DC power to power inverter so that the load can supply stable AC power under no power service interruption for specific discharge time.

d) Normal status: rectifying part and charging part, which receive normal or preliminary power source, shall supply stable AC power by power inverter that switches AC to DC, and shall also charge battery.

e) Failure: power inverter automatically synchronizes output frequency, voltage and normal power. When the equipment is out of order or overload, stable power can be supplied to the load under synchronous status with normal power by being switched without any service interruption synchronous switching switch.

Figure 9 is based on a real time UPS system, which is applied with workflow oriented domain analysis (WODA) (6). It consists of 5 workflow paths of UPS such as Normal status, Service interruption, Normal return, Failure, and Overload. As a result of analyzing UPS, each workflow may approximately consist of 8 components: 'Use Battery', 'Input filter', 'Input transform', 'Rectify', 'Invert', 'Output transform', 'Synchronize' and 'Output filter'. We don’t show examples to follow all steps of WODA methodology with UPS in this paper.

Figure 10 shows the automatic analysis tool. This tool consists of Work Space, Output View, and Diagram View. Work Space shows the creation of each component. Output view displays the result of extracting components, and scenarios. In the Diagram View, we can draw dynamic component model for the particular UPS. After modeling in this View, just click the ‘executing button’ to display all possible component scenarios (paths) in Output view, and to automatically simulate all these scenarios in Diagram view.
Figure 11 shows to model UPS workflow. As a result of modeling UPS, each workflow may approximately consist of 8 components: 'Use Battery', 'Input filter', 'Input transform', 'Rectify', 'Invert', 'Charge', 'Out transform', 'Synchronize', and 'Out filter'.

The figure 13 shows to input the weight values of components.

Figure 14 shows the real time UPS workflow modeling, which consists of 5 workflow scenarios (P1, P2, P3, P4, and P5) of UPS system such as Normal return (P1), Overload (P2), Service interruption(P3), Normal status (P4), and Failure (P5) scenario. As a result, we can recognize the critical scenario (path) P4, that is, the normal status, having the critical value (0.64).

Figure 15 Criticality of all component scenarios

In order easily to recognize common component and component cluster, it is arranged each sub workflow and identify diverse components in figure 16. These diverse components may be reused when developing new UPS system. As a
result, it may be very easily and fast to develop new quality one.

Figure 16 shows only to appear diverse components (such as component, process component, diverse component cluster) through the automatic conversion from WODA tool. Figure 16 shows the result of subpaths. Subpath is the reusable group of components as a subset of the possible component scenarios. In Sub-Path, we add one more function for checking frequency, that is, how many times the component/group of components use. There are extracted 69 components of the whole UPS component scenarios.

![All reusable components/groups](image1)

**Fig. 18 All reusable components/groups**

Figure 17 displays the result of the figure 16 with the bar graphs. In this figure 16, the blue color is the value of Frequency, and the red color is the value of Criticality.

![Graph of all reusable components/groups](image2)

**Fig. 17 Graph of all reusable components/groups**

There are various clustered (grouped) the components for reusability.

7. Conclusion

Through the domain-based analysis we indentify common/uncommon process components (or component cluster) focusing more on dynamic modeling aspects of systems. we also recognize the reusable numbers of the particular components with the criticality or frequency of common/uncommon components (or component clusters). We suggest component test plan metrics for measurement of reusability to enhance productivity for new right systems. The proposed reusability metrics are employed to improve the productivity of component test plan metrics through component scenario prioritization.

Now, We are developing our case tool to work component development for a new system easier, faster, and more stable, while determining the importance of measure weighted components.
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